
Friday Evening CAM Worship 
Mimanagish Chapel, August 9, 2019   7:30 pm 
 
Greetings and Gratitude 
 
Songs of Sacred Space 

Native American Style flute and Quiet reflection 
Song of Gathering 

Naming a Sacred Place 
 Earth: Here is a place of boulders split out of sheer cliffs and tumbled by nature’s forces for millions of 
years. And before that, it was star dust and to star dust it will yet become. Yet, for now, it is bushed and treed, 
habited by wild animals like deer and moose, bear and elk, squirrel and pack rat, mosquitoes and mayflies, and 
visited by humans who recognize how thin the veil is between this place and what is sacred forever. 
 Wind: Here the wind blows and rustles and sometimes drops so hard as to take down trees. The changes 
wrought constantly surprise us with things we see to fix or adaptations we need to make, not unlike Holy Spirit 
forming our purposes to be sacred forever. 
 Fire: There is an element of destruction known to this place at oh-so-rare times from which renewal and 
regeneration are assured. Around the campfire we see its power and are warmed in the glowing of its promise. And 
with sacred intent, it is as if new life is already shooting like sparks rising in the heat of the moment. 
 Water: We have named this Mimanagish, which we have come to understand as “place of singing 
waters.” Whether it is a torrent that makes drowned trees hum, or the rapids that cause rocks to clang, or insect 
rises that beacon trout to splash, or something else indescribable to a prayerful observer, this river speaks of waters 
touching the soul in ways that only the wash of Baptism can tell. The message is clear, we are part of something 
sacred forever. 

 
Camp Song Round  “Mimanagish by the Roaring River”   Mimanagish Songbook 1 
          Mimanagish by the roaring river,    Sing Mimanagish, sing Mimanagish, 
          Deep in the shadow of the mighty mountain,  We belong to you. 



Liturgy for Recognizing a Cloud of Great Witnesses and Recalling Baptisms   Rev. Marc Stewart 
One: The echoes of “Mimanagish by the Roaring River” are heard in the dreams of  

generations of campers who rested along this trail. 
All: This is a place once told about to us in words that assured, and yet so indescribable,  

it’s beauty and touch upon our lives.  
One: We name those who first told us about Mimanagish… 
One:  In May, June and July the beat of rocks and boulders shifting in the gushing river serve  

up reminder of the beat of hearts of those who made life happen among us.   
All:  This destination, however strenuous to reach, saw urgent hopes realized and so many  

efforts surpassing expectations. 
One: We name those who brought us to this place… 
One: Some waters originate in snow fields melting higher than we can see, and as they  

disappear into August, the roaring torrent soothes into a bubbling river. 
All: Being at Mimanagish bears witness to the changing nature of life, and we saw a  

different side to people, indeed even in ourselves. 
One: We name those who showed us the better side of life here… 
All: (pouring Boulder River Water into font)  This water from today’s bubbling Boulder  

River, reminds us the eternal streaming through life as we are blessed to know it.  
One: Some waters originate by our own making, contained and directed for our own  

purposes and comfort, like the Little Hudson collecting hillside runoff and children’s  
little stick boats. 

ALL: As free as the Spirit moves through us here, well laid plans of directors, counselors,  
and chaplains have provided safety, comfort, and delight. 

One:  We name those who guided us here and into the wilderness above… 
All: (pouring Little Hudson Water into font) This water from today’s gentle Little Hudson, 

reminds us that it hasn’t take much of the huge efforts of others to impact our lives.  
One: Dig down, well that’s not so easy on this rocky flat along the Boulder, and you will get  

into what purely sustains life. Like water from the well, there are those who have shown 
us the essence of living, as so deep as what Jesus meant when saying “I am the life.” 

All: And so often we did not realize how parched our souls were until we let loose here in  
a morning watch prayer or midnight chat. 

One: We name those who filled a desert in our soul here… 
All: (pouring well water into font)   This water from deep down today has been around and  

around and around, yet renews us today as forevermore.  
One: The mists and morning dew, afternoon rains, and winter snows may seem to never end  

(particularly this summer’s afternoon storms), but just as the 1930 Mimanagish campers 
persevered through their first two weeks of solid rain under a tarp, there will be those 
who yet stick it out to find it is sacred forever. 

All: Could there be such ghosts here, as some have claimed? This is a place where Spirit is  
known to have taken hold, as some were once baptized in these waters, and again  
where many were called to a life of faith service and even ordination. 

One: We name those whom we will remember as always called to, and called by, this place… 
All: (sprinkling of water from font)  This water has blessed many in the past, will bless  

many yet to come, and blessed you in all that is sacred forever.  



Song of Blessings  “Dona Nobis Pacem” reprieve 
 
Sacred Story     Joshua 5, selections 
Texts for this Evening’s Message     John 15:12-17    Revelation 22:1-2, 12-13 
 
Message “Don’t Lose that Lovin’ Feeling”    Rev. Michael Obenauer 
 
Offering Ourselves in Prayer and Gift 
 Offering received this evening will add to the Carlee Downer fund for future outdoor  

ministries scholarships. 
 
Closing Hymn “I’ve Got Peace Like a River”  Mimanagish Songbook 8 

1) I’ve got peace like a river 
        I’ve got peace like a river 
        I’ve got peace like a river in my soul.    (repeat from beginning) 
   2) I’ve got love like an ocean… 
   3) I’ve got joy like a fountain… 
 
Blessing and Sending Forth 

One: We are called, 
All: We have been called in so many ways, some of which we are still hearing. 
One: Called to depart. 
All: We are not the same. A new bit of sacred is with us as we move on. 
One: It gives us inward pain. 
All: We fear we may never be as we are now. Something is at risk. 
One: We shall still be joined. 
All: Neither height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate  

us from the love of God. 
One: We hope to meet again. 
All: For this, we are called. 

 
Song of Dismissal  “Blest Be the Tie that Binds” 

1 Blest be the tie that binds  
our hearts in Christian love;  
the fellowship of kindred minds   3   This glorious hope revives  
is like to that above.          our courage by the way;  

      while each in expectation lives  
2 When we are called to part,         and waits to see the day.  

It gives us inward pain;  
but we shall still be joined in heart,  
and hope to meet again.   

 
The Camp Bus will depart for Big Timber following worship.  A fellowship fire will be lit at the fire 
circle or chapel depending on the weather. 


